Mounting your work

hanging a painting

for protection watercolour and
pastel paintings should be
displayed using a mount to
ensure the work is not directly
against the glass

when hanging your painting
both nylon cord and wire are
suitable and acceptable.
(not string)
always attach
nylon cord or
wire from the
frame sides by
d-rings or screw
in eyes
as in Fig 3
fig 3

Single or double mounts are
acceptable
it can be considered more
professional if
a double mount is used
however
preferences
about colour,
size ETC are
personal
fashions change and you would
be wise to
take this into account.
oil and acrylic paintings do not
need to be mounted or protected
by glass.
a varnish may be used for
protection
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one central

hook is not
secure or
acceptable
The hanging
fittings position
is
1/3 down from
top of frame.
as in Fig 4

fig 4

if fixed lower your painting
will hang
forward making it
difficult to view.
always pull your wire or nylon
cord fully tight, or
your painting again will hang
forward
all your paintings deserve to be
prepared and displayed to the
highest standard possible. this
will establish your paintings
and the exhibition with a
professional reputation
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You have produced your
painting, now you want
to exhibit.
What type of frame?
Does it need a mount?
How should it be hung?
This brochure aims to help
and guide you towards what
is good practice
when framing your art

framing
to give your paintings the most
professional finish,
you should consider having
them framed by an
experienced framer, who will
guide you with decisions on
colour and size

choosing a readymade frame can
sometimes be a more
economical option.
This is acceptable, if guidelines
are followed
1) exhibiting a painting with a
“photo frame stand”
attached as in fig 1
would not be acceptable
remove the stand and turn over
or replace the backing board

readymade frames have
different clip fitting systems
3) metal or
plastic pins
shown in fig 2
are
acceptable if
covered

your paintings should
always
be sealed on the back
whatever
type of
framing is
used
gummed
parcel wrap
or artists
tapeS are
most
suitable

fig 1

if you have your painting framed
by an
experienced person
they should provide the frame,
glass, mount and
be fully sealed on the back,
complete with hanging
facilities.
fashions change and it is wise
to take note of these changes
before making your framing
choices

2)

the type of metal clips
shown in fig 1
would not be acceptable

they are unsightly,
difficult to conceal, and it is
not possible to attach any
suitable hanging facilities.
avoid purchasing these frames
for exhibiting paintings

Fig 2

(not masking tape, SELLOTAPE, OR
shiny parcel
wrap)
visible metal
points would
not be
acceptable
framing your
artwork is to
protect and
preserve it
so
if it is worth framing
it is worth framing well!

